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Introduction

Anthropogenic activities such as angling, logging, agricultural and residential development, and industrial manufacturing can have a negative impact on the health of brook trout (*Salvelinus fontinalis*) populations. In addition to the direct impacts on habitat, such as water quality and spawning area, accessibility to remote lakes may increase. For example, access roads associated with logging can increase angler pressure and negatively impact trout populations (Gunn and Sein, 2000). Broad et al. (2002) assumed that easier access usually corresponded with more intense exploitation. All terrain vehicles (ATV), boats, motors, paths, and cabins facilitate greater angling opportunities to areas that at one time may have been difficult to access. There is some indication that lake accessibility can have a positive influence on angling effort, however, general support for this hypothesis is lacking for many regions. In Nova Scotia, there are very few areas of the province that can be considered remote from paved roads, logging roads, and ATV trails; most of the more than 6500 lakes in the small province are readily accessible.

Brook trout are very sensitive to habitat degradation. It is a well-known fact that acid rain has increased the acidity of surface waters in regions of Nova Scotia (Kerekes et al., 1982). Emissions of sulphur and nitrogen oxides have increased the acidity of surface waters (Rodhe et al., 1995). Acid rain facilitates the acidification of lakes and rivers.
resulting in damage of aquatic ecosystems, including fish habitat (Ikuta et al., 2003). Marschall and Crowder (1996) reported that habitat alterations, such as increased acidity and sedimentation, have a negative impact on trout populations. Water quality, specifically acidified waters, is thought to have had a significant impact on trout populations in Nova Scotia.

There is growing concern that increased lake accessibility and decreasing pH (acidification) are posing a threat to the population size, size and age structure of brook trout, as well as to the genetic diversity of populations on which the future adaptability of the species depends. There have been few attempts in Nova Scotia to measure the impact of lake accessibility and surface water acidification on trout populations.

Wilderness areas were created to protect representative examples of the province’s natural landscapes, the native biological diversity, and outstanding natural features (Wilderness Areas, 2006). However, brook trout are not granted any extra protection in these areas. Tangier Grand Lake Wilderness Area (TGLWA) has experienced a long period of intensive recreational fishing for brook trout and there is concern that trout populations are being over-exploited. Use of motor vessels, storage of vessels on different lakes, ATV’s, and old cabin leases in TGLWA facilitate easier access. Trout Nova Scotia (TNS), a non-profit, non-government trout conservation organization had proposed that TGWLA be classified as a Special Management Area. Special Management Areas can include the following fishery management techniques regarding a specific area or body of water: the maximum allowable catch can be reduced or increased, size restrictions can be placed on retainable fish (usually only smaller fish are allowed to be killed), angling method or gear restrictions can be implemented, and
length of fishing season can be altered. One reason Special Management Areas were created was to help manage vulnerable freshwater fish stocks. TNS proposed regulation changes including reducing the bag limit from five trout at any length to three trout less than 30 cm. The changes were aimed at reducing trout harvest and increasing the number of older individuals in the wilderness area. Older individuals are spawners and larger females generally produce more eggs than small spawners. The Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Inland Fisheries Division rejected the suggested regulation changes to the brook trout fishery in TGLWA due to a lack of scientific information supporting the changes.

The objective of this study was to examine the potential role that several factors may play in influencing trout population biology. Specifically, I examined the associations between environmental (lake size, pH) or human factors (lake accessibility, proxy of fishing activity (mean vessel (boat and canoe) presence and proportion of total observed anglers) and trout population biology (catch per unit effort (CPUE, a proxy for trout abundance), trout length, and trout age). I hypothesized that there would be negative associations between lake access difficulty and measures of fishing activity (mean vessel presence and the proportion of total observed anglers). For example, as lake access difficulty increased, proxies of fishing activity would decrease. I hypothesized that there would be positive associations between lake accessibility and measures of trout population biology. For example, as lake access difficulty increased so would factors of trout population biology (CPUE, age, and length). Similarly, positive associations were expected between pH and measures of brook trout population biology. For example, as
pH increased toward neutral conditions (better trout habitat), it was expected that factors of trout population biology (CPUE, age, and length) would also increase.

The results generated by this research will facilitate appropriate management decisions regarding the issues of accessibility, pH, fishing activity, and sustainable fisheries in TGLWA. This information may also have broad implications for fisheries management, both in Nova Scotia and elsewhere in North America.

**Literature Review**

Fishing has been an important human activity for thousands of years (Pringle, 1997). Worldwide, fishing provides employment opportunities, food, and recreational activities for many cultures. Economic and social gains motivate humans to exploit fish stocks (Hutchings et al., 1997). Commercial fisheries have received extensive academic and media attention with papers and articles examining fish population declines and extinctions (Myers et al., 1997). Recreational fisheries have also received considerable attention; however, the potential effects of angling on fish populations have not been scientifically examined to the extent that commercial fisheries have (Cooke and Cowx, 2004).

Post et al. (2002) believe that a recreational fishing collapse has already started in Canada, with evidence of dramatic declines in certain fish populations, which has largely gone unnoticed by fishery scientists, managers and the public. A study by Pearse (1998) concluded that brook trout, Atlantic salmon (*Salmo salar*), walleye (*Sander vitreus*), and northern pike (*Esox lucius*) populations in Canadian water bodies that drain into the Atlantic Ocean are declining due to overfishing and habitat deterioration. In Alberta, in
the 1990’s, northern pike catches were 15% of what they were 20 years ago (Sullivan, 1999). A reduction in average age, size, and year classes are associated with lower catch rates (Sullivan, 1999). In southern Ontario, 60% of the natural lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) population are maintained by stocking (Evans and Wilcox, 1991). Only 1% of lakes are considered to need a stocking program in northern Ontario, away from the large population centres in the southern regions of the province.

Nova Scotia’s most sought after recreational sport fish is the brook trout (MacMillan and Crandlemere, 2005). Annual catches have ranged between 800,000 and 2.2 million over the last 25 years and the annual catch has decreased approximately by 60 percent in Nova Scotia (MacMillan and Crandlemere, 2005). There are many factors that may be responsible for this decrease including habitat changes and lower angling pressure; however, previous studies and many anglers have indicated that over-fishing has occurred (Gunn and Sein, 2000; Post et al., 2002; MacMillan and Crandlemere, 2005). The Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Inland Fisheries Division, found very low densities of trout in two TGLWA lakes (MacMillan and Crandlemere, 2005). Low trout densities often indicate poor water quality or over fishing which are both likely implicated in trout declines in Nova Scotia (MacMillan and Crandlemere, 2005).

Very little literature exists that examines the relationships between lake accessibility, measures of trout population biology (trout abundance, trout age, and trout length), and fishing activity. There are several studies that conclude the degree of accessibility can influence the amount of fishing pressure a particular body of water receives (Gunn and Sein, 2000; Broad et al. 2002). Gunn and Sein (2000) examined the
exploitation of lake trout in a lake in Ontario that previously did not have direct road access and had been closed to angling. The relative abundance of trout in the lake was calculated before and after the change took place. CPUE fell from 1.23 trout/net/2 hours to 0.37 trout/net/2 hours after one year of angling. Gunn and Sein (2000) concluded that easier access facilitates fishing pressure that could have a substantial impact on trout populations. They suggested that fishery managers needed to give more attention to the impact that motor vehicle access to a lake can have on fish populations. Broad et al. (2002) found that more accessible angling locations are likely to experience more intense fishing pressure than locations that are difficult to access. They concluded that increased exploitation altered the natural population structure in long-fin eels (*Anguilla dieffenbachia*). At sites that were difficult to access, long-fin eels had a normally distributed length-frequency relationship. Eels sampled from easily accessible sites had a non-normal distribution and were skewed to smaller size classes (Broad et al., 2002). Heavily exploited populations were characterized by smaller mean lengths.

Contrastingly, in their study of stocked cutthroat trout (*Oncorhynchus clarki*), Bailey and Hubert (2003) found that as lake access difficulty increased, CPUE decreased. However, they concluded this was due to the fact that easily accessible lakes were stocked with trout more often. They also found that as lake access difficulty increased, mean total length and survival of trout increased. Bailey and Hubert (2003) concluded that exploitation prevented the majority of trout from aging over two years, consequently resulting in many short lived fish in many of their study locations.

Low pH in freshwater systems also negatively affects trout populations. Acidification has led to the local extinction of populations of salmonid fishes such as the
Atlantic salmon and the brook trout from many rivers and lakes (Beamish 1976; Schofield 1976; Hesthagen et al., 1999). Exposure to low pH kills fish directly by discharge of sodium and chloride ions from body fluid (Ikuta et al., 2003). Aluminum leached from surrounding soils due to low pH intensifies this effect on gill membranes (Leivestad and Muniz, 1976). Many studies have examined the effects of reduced or low pH on fish populations. For example, recruitment failure can occur when a population is not able to produce naturally viable offspring as a consequence of biological or physical factors. Low pH can facilitate recruitment failure by reducing the survival of trout eggs, alevins, and parr, and by reducing or eliminating spawning and food sources. Warren et al. (2005) found there was a strong connection between groundwater pH and brook trout egg survival. Redds (trout nests) supplied with groundwater with a pH under 5 contributed to trout egg mortality. Lachance et al. (2000) found that brook trout eggs and fingerlings exposed to acidic conditions (between 4.1-6.0) experienced mortality rates between 60-85%. Brook trout eggs experienced 100% mortality in waters with a pH below 4.5 (Hunn et al., 1987). Brook trout respond to decreases in pH with decreased egg to larva survival rates, decreased survival rates for small fish, and with decreased growth rates in all size classes (Marschall and Crowder, 1996). Schindler et al (1985) conducted a study on lake trout in an experimental lake in Ontario in which they slowly decreased the pH from 6.8 to 5 over an eight-year period. Midway through the experiment recruitment failure resulted and continued through to the end of the experiment. In a study of lakes ranging in pH from 4.7-6.6, Hesthagen et al. (1999) reported that the mean age of brown trout increased with decreasing abundance in lakes with low pH. They concluded that low recruitment rate was responsible for an ageing population. High
mortality at the sensitive egg and alevin stages seems to be responsible for aging fish populations (Schofield, 1976; Rosseland et al., 1980; Lachance et al., 2000).

In some lakes, juvenilization has occurred; older individuals occur at low abundance or are absent altogether. Rosseland et al. (1980) found that after acidic episodes, juvenilization occurred, because there was an increased mortality in post spawning brown trout. These acidic episodes did not seem to affect trout eggs. Beamish et al. (1975) found that constantly high acidic conditions resulted in spawning failure in several species such as brown bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus) and northern pike. Ikuta et al. (2003) found that salmonids did not dig nests or spawn in extremely acidic conditions and concluded that this could be the most significant cause in the reduction of salmonid populations.

Trout condition also deteriorates with acidification. Trout that are adversely affected by acidic conditions tend to weigh less at a certain length than trout that are not affected. There is a positive relationship between brown trout condition and pH; condition increases as pH increases (Rosseland et al., 1980). Schindler et al. (1985) found the condition of lake trout started to decrease after four years and became very poor after eight years. They concluded the severe disruption of the food web caused by pH reduction caused poor trout condition, characterized by emaciated trout. Lack of food can also cause an increase in cannibalism on younger cohorts of lake trout (Schindler et al., 1985).

Periods of low pH can initiate the emigration of adult fish (Gloss et al., 1989) leading to lower brook trout densities (Baker et al., 1996). In a study by Gloss et al. (1989), a previously limed lake that was stocked with brook trout sustained a population
of trout until the lake began to reacidify. The pH dropped from 6.5 to 5 and there was a large-scale emigration of brook trout from the lake. Brook trout living in connected streams also emigrate from areas of low pH to areas with better water quality (Baker et al., 1996). Radio telemetry was used to track the movement of brook trout emigrating from streams experiencing acidic episodes to streams with a higher pH. Streams with low pH usually had lower trout densities (Baker et al., 1996). Salmonids may avoid acidic environments when choosing a spawning site (Ikuta et al., 2003). Ikuta et al. (2003) conducted a study in which brown trout were given a choice of channel to enter to reach a spawning ground, one channel with close to neutral pH and one with a pH of 5. Ikuta et al. (2003) found that brown trout, when given a choice of route to spawning grounds, would chose water with more neutral pH to swim in. Similarly, Johnson and Webster (1977) found that brook trout chose to spawn in areas of lakes with neutral or slightly alkaline upwelling water and clearly avoided spawning over groundwater with a pH from 4.0 to 4.5.

Methods

Study Area

TGLWA is one of 34 Wilderness Areas in Nova Scotia and is located on the Eastern Shore, approximately 100 km east of Halifax. It has over 100 lakes and streams in its 15800 hectares. TGLWA is typical of Nova Scotia’s Eastern Shore granite ridge natural landscape. Due to the region’s geology, the region’s lakes have low nutrient levels and a reduced buffering capacity against acidity. The study focused on 12 lakes representing the range of sizes and access difficulty in TGLWA; all of the lakes in the
study are considered oligotrophic. The lakes chosen for the study ranged from 4 - 97 hectares (Figure 1). Brook trout are native to all of the lakes in the study. Other fish species found in TGLWA include white sucker (*Catostomus commersoni*), brown bullhead, golden shiner (*Notemigonus crysoleucas*), gaspereau (*Alosa pseudoharengus*), and yellow perch (*Morone americana*). With no internal road access or introduced species, and little residential or agricultural development, TGLWA harbours some of the last near-pristine brook trout habitat in Nova Scotia.

**Figure 1.** Tangier Grand Lake Wilderness Area in yellow (Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Relations, 2006). Individual lakes chosen for the study.
Permits

Preceding the field season of this project, application forms were filled out and submitted to the appropriate organizations to obtain the necessary permits required. An Animals for Research and Study Permit was required by Dalhousie University to ensure the ethical handling of trout. A Licence to Conduct Scientific Research in a Wilderness Area permit was required by the Nova Scotia Department of Environment and Labour. A permit to collect species of fish for artificial breeding and scientific purposes was required for sampling by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. The privileges of this permit were extended to Dalhousie University from the Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, Inland Fisheries Division, who had already obtained the permit and were conducting a similar study in TGLWA.

Sampling/Data Collection

Twelve lakes representing the range of sizes and access difficulty of lakes within TGLWA were chosen for the study (Table 1). The field season was from April 15, 2007 to June 15, 2007. This sampling period was chosen because trout are less stressed during handling while water temperatures are cool. Small groups of lakes were sampled from specific base locations (Figure 2). Three sampling bases were strategically chosen and were visited two or three times each. Arnold, Boot, and Squirrel Lakes were sampled from sampling base 1. Crooked, Second Crooked, Paul, West Little Paul, and Hurley Lakes were sampled from base 2. Devil’s and Elbow Lakes were sampled from base 3.
Table 1. Values for trout population biology measures and environmental and human factors for 12 study lakes in TGLWA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>Latitude and longitude</th>
<th>Lake area (Ha)</th>
<th>Mean pH</th>
<th>Lake access difficulty score</th>
<th>Total visits to lake</th>
<th>Total nets set</th>
<th>Total brook trout netted</th>
<th>Proportion total observed anglers per lake</th>
<th>Mean vessel presence (vessels)</th>
<th>Mean CPUE trout per net per hour (± 1 standard error)</th>
<th>Mean fork length (cm) (± 1 standard error)</th>
<th>Mean age (years) (± 1 standard error)</th>
<th>Proportion of older trout caught in nets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnold</td>
<td>44° 50’ 29” N 62° 53’ 35” W</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.83 (± 0.27)</td>
<td>23.2 (± 0.4)</td>
<td>2.1 (± 0)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boot</td>
<td>44° 51’ 2” N 62° 52’ 5” W</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3 (± 0.13)</td>
<td>28.2 (± 1.2)</td>
<td>2.8 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooked</td>
<td>44° 52’ 9” N 62° 50’ 23” W</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.42 (± 0.27)</td>
<td>21.8 (± 0.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devils</td>
<td>44° 55’ 16” N 62° 50’ 7” W</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.61 (± 0.20)</td>
<td>25.9 (± 1.1)</td>
<td>2.2 (± 0.2)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
<td>44° 55’ 19” N 62° 49’ 46” W</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12 (± 0.01)</td>
<td>24.5 (± 4.1)</td>
<td>2 (± 0.6)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>44° 53’ 24” N 62° 42’ 24” W</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.05 (± 0.28)</td>
<td>25.1 (± 0.9)</td>
<td>2 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>44° 53’ 4” N 62° 42’ 2” W</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5 (± 0.43)</td>
<td>21.3 (± 0.8)</td>
<td>1.7 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurley</td>
<td>44° 51’ 42” N 62° 49’ 34” W</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.41 (± 0.46)</td>
<td>25.4 (± 1.2)</td>
<td>2.3 (± 0.2)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>44° 51’ 44” N 62° 48’ 8” W</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.68 (± 0.26)</td>
<td>23.3 (± 0.5)</td>
<td>1.9 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Crooked</td>
<td>44° 52’ 34” N 62° 50’ 25” W</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.82 (± 0.46)</td>
<td>25.1 (± 0.9)</td>
<td>1.9 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squirrel</td>
<td>44° 51’ 1” N 62° 51’ 43” W</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.52 (± 0.39)</td>
<td>23.6 (± 0.5)</td>
<td>2.2 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Little Paul</td>
<td>44° 51’ 38” N 62° 48’ 17” W</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.64 (± 0.60)</td>
<td>23.6 (± 0.7)</td>
<td>2.2 (± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fourth and Fifth Lakes were accessed from a paved road that bordered the Wilderness Area and were sampled opportunistically within each period.

Three rounds of sampling were planned for mid spring, late spring, and early summer (so data could be compared across temporal periods). We attempted to visit each lake twice during each period, however, this turned out to be impossible for several reasons. Three of the twelve lakes were opportunistically added to the study as it progressed in an attempt to increase the lake sample size; this resulted in some lakes not being sampled as extensively as others. Also, due to logistical reasons, half of the lakes were not sampled during the last period (early summer).

Figure 2. Tangier Grand Lake Wilderness Area in yellow (Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Relations, 2006). Stars and numbers represent sampling base locations. Black ovals indicate area accessed from sampling bases. Red ovals indicate lakes or groups of lakes sampled.
The pH was measured for each lake during each sampling period. The pH was measured at a random location in each lake with a hand held Hanna HI 98129.

The number of anglers and vessels we observed were counted during each visit to each lake. These counts were taken to help confirm the validity of our lake access difficulty ratings. I assumed these counts would be negatively correlated with accessibility; as access difficulty increased, the amount of anglers and vessels would decrease. Anglers were counted individually in boats and on shore only while we were sampling that specific lake. We did not count anglers who told us where they were fishing unless we observed them doing so. Vessels included boats and canoes; all floatable vessels were counted around the perimeter of the lake as well as vessels that anglers were occupying if they were not already identified in the perimeter count. The proportion of total observed anglers visiting each lake during the study (angler presence) and the mean number of vessels per lake (vessel presence) were calculated over the entire study period. Mean vessel presence and the proportion of total observed anglers were used as relative measures of angler activity or exploitation on a lake.

A standardized netting technique was used to make results across the lakes comparable. The research nets used in the study were monofilament nets intended to capture trout non-lethally by the mouth parts; 50 feet by 8 feet (15.24 metres by 2.43 metres) and mesh sizes 1.5”, 2”, and 2.5” (3.8, 5.1, and 6.4 cm). The use of different mesh sizes was an attempt to catch trout of different year classes. During each visit, each lake received proportionally the same amount of sampling effort across the different nets: 1.5’ net- 44% effort, 2” net- 44% effort, and 2.5” net- 12% effort. The 2.5” net effort was intentionally low in an attempt to avoid mortalities involving larger trout.
Nets were randomly set in each of the lakes. This was achieved by dividing the perimeter of a lake into 200 metre sections on a map and numbering them. Numbers were randomly drawn to determine in what sections the nets would be set. However, this process was limited; there were instances when the originally chosen net set location was rejected due to unsafe windy conditions or extreme lake surface vegetation. Another section was randomly chosen when conditions prevented effective sampling.

The larger lakes had proportionally more nets set to ensure that lakes received a comparable amount of netting effort in relation to their size. One or two nets were set simultaneously for an hour and were checked every 20 minutes for trout. A total of five to six nets were set per lake per visit for smaller lakes and ten to twelve nets were set per lake per visit for larger lakes. The netting procedure involved non-lethal sampling, however, there were a small number of trout mortalities.

Trout were retrieved from the research nets and placed in a live holding container. Scales were collected to age each trout. Scale samples were taken from either lateral side of the trout, slightly anterior of the dorsal fin. Fork lengths (from the tip of the mouth to the edge of the centre of the caudal fin) were measured to the nearest millimetre. The adipose fin was clipped from each trout to obtain a tissue sample and stored in 95% ethanol. Trout were allowed to recover in the holding tank before release back into the lake. Tissue samples and lengths were taken for possible future projects that could examine trout population genetics, growth rates, and size-at-age distributions.

The study examines trout population biology to assess the impact of lake accessibility pH, and fishing activity. We measured trout population biology among lakes using four dependent variables describing trout samples; mean CPUE, mean age, the
proportion of older individuals, and mean fork length. These variables were calculated for trout in each lake over the entire study. CPUE was calculated as the mean number of trout per net per hour and was considered a measure of relative trout abundance. Lakes with higher mean CPUE are considered more productive. Brook trout scales were used to age the fish in the study from which the proportion of older fish was calculated. The proportion of older individuals is a measure of relative trout population age structure. Three years old or older were considered the older fish. Mean length and mean age of trout were calculated and compared across lakes. A Nikon stereomicroscope, model SMZ 1500, was used to magnify the scale samples, and approximately five pictures were taken of different scales from each trout. The method described by Bagnal and Tesch (1978) guided the analysis. Scales were aged by identifying annuli which are compact areas of growth rings that are separated by rings (circuli) with more space in-between them. The annuli are formed during slow growth in the winter and each annulus represents one year of growth. Local federal and provincial fisheries biologists and technicians also aided in the analysis by providing a second opinion on ages for a small proportion of the scales that were aged.

**Accessibility**

A lake accessibility scale was required to test the hypotheses. Five factors were considered when rating the accessibility of individual lakes: (1) the distance that had to be travelled from the nearest paved road to a parking area adjacent to the wilderness area boundary from which a lake could be accessed by trail (road distance points [RDP]; < 100 metres= 0 points, 100 metres-10 km= 0.5 point, 10.1 km- 20 km= 1 point, and > 20 km= 1.5 points); (2) the sum of each segment of trail distance (km) multiplied by its
difficulty rating that had to be hiked to reach a lake (segment hike points [SHP]; difficulty rating (Z), easy= 1 point, moderate= 2 points, hard= 3 points); (3) the number of lakes that had to be crossed during the hike to reach a lake multiplied by a set coefficient (lakes crossed points [LCP]); (4) the total length (km) of the boat rides that had to be taken to reach a lake multiplied by a set coefficient (boat ride points [BRP]); and (5) the sum of the estimated proportion of anglers accessing the same lake by different routes multiplied by the sum of all other variables (proportion of anglers by route [PAR]). All of the measurements (km) were estimated using a 1:50000 topographical map (11D/15). The factors were aggregated to get an access difficulty [AD] score where:

\[
AD = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( PAR_i \left( RDP + \sum_{i=1}^{n} SHP_i (Z) + LCP (0.2) + BRP (0.1) \right) \right)
\]

The access difficulty equation assumes: (1) the use of a 4wd vehicle to the access point of the wilderness area; (2) that anglers using the wilderness area have vessels stored at every lake; and (3) that every angler uses a motor when using a vessel. These assumptions and the values given to coefficients, difficulty ratings, and driven distances, were based on my field experience and observations, as well as the experience and observations of provincial wilderness area and federal fishery officers that police the wilderness area. For example, a lake that could be accessed from a paved road and a short walk would receive a lower score than a lake that required travelling on a logging road, paddling across several lakes, and lengthy portages (Table 1).
**Statistical analysis**

Linear and multiple regression analyses were used to identify relationships between lake features (lake area and pH), lake access difficulty, descriptors of trout population biology (CPUE, proportion of older trout, mean age, and mean fork length), and proxies of fishing activity. Independent variables were lake features, lake access difficulty, and vessel and angler presence. Multiple regression models were accepted if all partial regression coefficients were significant. Scatter plots and correlation analysis were used to identify relationships between independent variables assessed in my regression models. The analytical approach identifies the percentage of the variance that is accounted for by the relationship between the variables. Minitab 15 was used for the statistical analysis and significance was determined at p-values less than 0.05 for all tests.

**Results**

Fifty-three trips were made to lakes and 344 nets were set in which all of the trout samples were collected. This resulted in 459 trout samples being collected among the 12 sample lakes.

Multiple regression models were not accepted because there were not any analyses in which all the partial regression coefficients were significantly different than zero.

**Trout Population Biology**

Trout ranged between 1 and 4 years of age with a mean age of 1.96 years ± 0.03 years standard error (Table 1). Mean age among lakes ranged from 1.7 years in Crooked Lake and Fourth Lake to 2.8 years in Boot Lake. However, the mean ages for the
majority of study lakes were similar, and ranged between 1.9 and 2.3 years. The proportion of older trout in the study, 0.19 (19%), was calculated using three and four year olds (Table 1). The proportion of older trout found in the study lakes ranged from 0.05 (5%) in Arnold Lake to 0.77 (77%) in Boot Lake. The proportions of older trout among the majority of study lakes were similar, and ranged between 0.11 (11%) and 0.25 (25%). Trout ranged between 14.3 cm and 40.4 cm in the study lakes (Table 1). The mean fork length of all trout sampled was 23.5 cm ± .2 cm standard error. Mean fork length ranged between 21.3 cm in Fourth Lake to 28.2 cm in Boot Lake. The mean lengths for the majority of study lakes were similar, and ranged between 23.2 and 25.1 cm. Mean hourly CPUE ranged from 0.12 trout per net in Elbow Lake to 2.64 trout per net in West Little Paul Lake (Table 1).

Trout biology factors mean length, mean age and the proportion of older trout were highly associated with each another (all P values less than 0.003 and all r² values greater than 60.1%). Mean CPUE was not associated with mean length, mean age or the proportion of older trout (all P values greater than 0.072 and all r² values less than 28.7%).

**Environmental and human factors**

Mean lake pH ranged from 4.64 in Boot Lake up to 5.28 in Crooked Lake. The proportion total observed anglers over the study period varied from none in Devil’s, Elbow, Arnold, Hurley, and West Little Paul lakes up to 0.20 (20%) in Paul and Crooked lakes. We only counted 35 anglers during our field season due to our protocol of only counting anglers that visited lakes the same times we did. We were only at each lake for a short period of time, and our angler counts did not reflect the actual angling activity in
the study area. We decided that vessel presence was a more accurate method of estimating angler activity and exploitation. Vessel presence stayed fairly constant over all visits to lakes and ranged from none at Devil’s and Elbow Lakes to seven at Fourth Lake. West Little Paul Lake and Second Crooked Lake had no vessels stored around their perimeter. However, we made an assumption that anglers would move their boats from Paul Lake to West Little Paul Lake and from Crooked Lake to Second Crooked Lake due to the relative ease of this and by observing anglers do this. Therefore, the mean vessel presence for West Little Paul Lake and Second Crooked Lake were the same as the vessel count for the lakes from which anglers gained access from adjacent/connected lakes.

Environmental factors (lake area and pH) were not correlated with each other or with human factors. Lake access difficulty and proxy of fishing pressure (proportion of total observed anglers and mean vessel presence) were also not associated with each other.

**Mean CPUE**

Mean trout CPUE was positively associated with pH (Figure 3) but was not related to lake access difficulty, lake size, or the proportion total observed anglers (Table 2). Thus, in general, the higher the pH was in a lake (less acidic conditions), the greater the mean CPUE of trout was for that lake.

**Mean age**

The proportion of older trout was negatively associated with pH (Figure 3) but was not associated with lake access difficulty, lake area, mean vessel presence, or the proportion total observed anglers (Table 2). Therefore, lakes with lower pH had greater
Figure 3. Scatter plots with regression lines for measures of environmental and human factors that were most strongly associated with variables used to describe trout population biology for brook trout in 12 lakes in Tangier Grand Lake Wilderness Area.
proportions of older (three and four year old) trout. The mean age of trout was not associated with pH, lake access difficulty, lake area, mean vessel presence, or the proportion total observed anglers (Table 2).

**Mean fork length**

There were also negative associations, albeit marginal ones statistically, between mean fork length (for each lake) and either pH or mean vessel presence (Figure 3). Mean fork length was not associated with lake access difficulty, lake area, or the proportion total observed anglers (Table 2). Thus, overall, trout were longer in lakes with lower pH and fewer vessels stored on them.

**Mean vessel presence**

Mean vessel presence was positively associated with CPUE (Figure 3). Thus, in general, there were more vessels present at lakes that had higher CPUE of trout.

**Table 2. Regression analyses that were not significant**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable versus Independent variable</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>r² value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean CPUE versus Lake Area</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean CPUE versus Proportion of total observed anglers</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean CPUE versus Lake access difficulty</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age versus pH</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age versus Lake access difficulty</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age versus Lake Area</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age versus Proportion of total observed anglers</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age versus Mean vessel presence</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of 3 and 4 year olds versus Lake access difficulty</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of 3 and 4 year olds versus Lake Area</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of 3 and 4 year olds versus Proportion of total observed anglers</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of 3 and 4 year olds versus Mean vessel presence</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fork length versus Lake access difficulty</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fork length versus Lake Area</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fork length versus Proportion of total observed anglers</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Lake access difficulty

I hypothesized that measures of fishing pressure (mean vessel presence and the proportion of total observed anglers) would decrease as lake access difficulty increased. Rather, I found that fishing pressure was not associated with lake access difficulty. I was not able to find another study that found lake access difficulty not to be related to angler exploitation. However, there are several studies that have found fishing pressure to be negatively associated with lake access difficulty (Gunn and Sein, 2000; Broad et al., 2002; Bailey and Hubert, 2003; Schill et al., 2007). I also hypothesized that measures of trout population biology, such as mean CPUE, mean age, the proportion of older trout, and mean fork length would increase with increased lake access difficulty. Namely, more accessible angling locations are likely to experience more intense fishing pressure than locations that are difficult to access (Gunn and Sein, 2000; Broad et al., 2002) reducing measures of trout population biology. However, there was no relationship between the degree of lake accessibility and mean CPUE, mean age, the proportion of older trout, and mean fork in TGLWA lakes. Again, I was not able to find another study that had similar results. In contrast, several studies have found positive associations between lake access difficulty and mean age and mean length (Broad et al., 2002; Bailey and Hubert, 2003).

There are several possible explanations for the discrepancies between studies. The difference in findings may be due to the fact that the accessibility of Gunn and Seins’ (2000) study lake increased from one year to the next. TGLWA study lakes have been accessed through relatively unchanged roads and trail systems for many years. If access difficulty was decreased in TGLWA (by allowing ATV use in the wilderness area), or if access difficulty was increased (by not allowing vessels to be stored or use of
boat motors), perhaps a future study of TGLWA lakes would conclude there is a positive association between access difficulty and mean age and length as Gunn and Sein (2000) did. However, the most likely reason for the difference in findings between this study and others (Gunn and Sein, 2000; Broad et al., 2002; Bailey and Hubert, 2003) regarding lake accessibility and trout population biology (mean age and mean length) is the difference in proxy of fishing activity between study areas related to lake access difficulty. I assumed, when creating the accessibility scale, there was a strong negative association between increasing lake access difficulty and angler exploitation. For example, as lake access difficulty increased, angler exploitation decreased. This was true in the aforementioned studies, but not in my own. My accessibility scale was a reasonable measure of effort needed to reach destined lakes, however, it did not accurately estimate the amount of angler activity or exploitation TGLWA lakes receive. Allowing the storage of vessels (see below), camps, and the use of motors boats in the wilderness area increases the area’s accessibility; perhaps to the point that all lakes in the wilderness area are relatively easy to access by anglers. During the field season, many vessels and anglers were seen at easy to access lakes as difficult to access lakes. This observation was confirmed by the lack of any significant relationship between mean vessel presence, the proportion of total observed anglers and lake access difficulty (Table 2).

**Mean vessel presence (proxy of fishing activity)**

There was a strong association between CPUE and mean vessel presence (Figure 3). It could be interpreted that vessels are placed at certain lakes because anglers that are using the resource know where the more productive (abundant) trout populations are. Throughout our field season in TGLWA, we had many conversations with local anglers
who told us what lakes we would find trout in, where we would find large trout, and where we would catch lots of trout. Our results pertaining to mean CPUE and mean length confirmed much of the information communicated to us by anglers. Therefore, angler knowledge of productive lakes for fishing is likely the factor driving fishing activity and exploitation in TGLWA, rather than lake access difficulty.

There was a negative trend between the proportion of older trout, mean fork length, mean age and mean vessel presence; there were smaller, younger trout in lakes with more fishing activity (Figure 3). Bailey and Hubert (2003) found that fishing activity prevented the majority of cutthroat trout from aging over two years, consequently resulting in many short lived fish in many of their study locations. Eighty percent of the fish netted in my study were under two years old. It is possible that fishing activity is also preventing the majority of brook trout from aging over two years. However, cutthroat trout live up to three times as long as brook trout in TGLWA, and this difference in life span cannot be ignored.

Mean fork length was the only factor marginally associated with mean vessel presence, whereas the proportion of older individuals and the mean age of trout in each lake were not. Perhaps this is because angling is selective of larger trout, but not necessarily older trout (some grow faster than others). The fork length of trout decreased as the number of vessels increased among study lakes. Exploitation can alter natural population structures by reducing the amount of larger individuals in the population (Broad et al., 2002) and it is possible that this is happening in TGLWA. It is interesting that mean fork length of brook trout decreased among TGLWA lakes as the pH decreased, while mean length also decreased as a measure of fishing activity (mean vessel presence) increased. Thus, although environmental factors (pH) may be
contributing to the relationships between CPUE and trout length (see below), these results suggest that angling exploitation may also be resulting in size-selective harvesting of brook trout in the more productive TGLWA lakes.

**Acidification and trout population biology**

The result that lakes with higher pH had a higher mean CPUE of trout (Figure 3) is consistent with previous research (Hesthagen et al. 1999). This result can be interpreted in several ways: (1) less acidic waters have higher survival rates for trout eggs, alevins, and fingerlings which could increase trout abundance (CPUE) and (2) acidic freshwater conditions can initiate the emigration of trout to water bodies with less acidic conditions leading to lower densities. Several studies that have examined the effect of pH on brook trout survival show that there are higher survival rates in juvenile stages in less acidic conditions (Marschall and Crowder, 1996; Lachance et al., 2000; Warren et al., 2005). Several studies indicate that brook trout will emigrate from very acidic habitats (Gloss et al., 1989; Baker et al., 1996) which can lower brook trout densities (Baker et al., 1996) in acidic waters.

I hypothesized that the proportion of older trout would increase as pH increased. Rather, I found that the proportion of older trout in a sample increased as lake water acidity (pH) decreased. This has been observed in several fish species in acidified waters (Schindler et al 1985; Marschall and Crowder, 1996; Lachance et al., 2000; Warren et al., 2005). A possible explanation may be recruitment failure. Low pH can facilitate recruitment failure by reducing survival at young and sensitive juvenile stages. As well, a reduction or elimination of spawning can lead to an aging of the population. Brook trout avoid acidic environments when spawning which could lead to a lower recruitment rate. This response has been observed in several studies that examine the effect of pH on...
brook trout spawning behaviour (Johnson and Webster 1977; Ikuta et al., 2003). Several species experience spawning failure in constantly high acidic conditions (Beamish et al. 1975, Ikuta et al. 2003) which could increase the mean age of the population. Not surprisingly, lake water acidity (pH) was also negatively associated with mean fork length of trout in individual lakes and the relationship was marginally significant (Figure 3). Hesthagen et al. (1999) found similar results in their study of brown trout and concluded that recruitment failure had occurred in lakes that were impacted by acidic conditions. However, my results indicated that fishing activity was also negatively associated with mean fork length in TGLWA. Therefore, it cannot be discounted that human exploitation (in addition to acidification) may be driving the patterns observed in this study between age structure, mean length and pH.

Conclusions

This study examined several associations between environmental (e.g. lake size, pH) or human factors (e.g. lake accessibility, proxy of fishing activity (e.g. mean vessel (boat and canoe) presence and proportion of total observed angler presence) and trout population biology (e.g. trout catch per unit effort (CPUE, a proxy for trout abundance), trout length, and trout age).

Lake access difficulty and trout abundance

Lake accessibility was not the driving force influencing fishing activity; greater trout abundance seemed to encourage fishing activity. Anglers know where the more productive trout lakes are, and that is where they fish.
**Mean vessel presence (Proxy of fishing activity)**

It is possible that over fishing has decreased the size of trout because the more-fished lakes also have smaller trout. However, lakes that have the highest fishing activity are those with the least acidic pH, highest CPUE, and also the smallest mean length of trout. It is possible that both fishing activity and less acidic conditions (see below) are responsible for smaller mean trout length in TGLWA lakes.

**Acidification**

There are higher CPUE’s of trout and younger, smaller trout in less acidic lakes. It is possible that acidification has influenced the age structure in TGLWA lakes. Acidification is possibly one reason why there are aging populations in more acidic lakes and younger populations in less acidic lakes.

**Recommendations (see Appendix A)**
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Appendix A- Experimental trout management in Tangier
Grand Lake Wilderness Area (TGLWA)

Dr. David C. Hardie and Dr. Dylan J. Fraser, Dalhousie University, Halifax

Analysis of our data from an extensive field study in TGLWA in 2007 (Heggelin et al. 2008) suggests that angler effort is highest on more productive lakes (Figure 1), and that the mean length of trout is lowest where angler effort is highest (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Angler pressure is highest on more productive lakes.

Figure 2. Mean trout length decreases where angling pressure is highest

Two non-exclusive factors may explain these trends. First, it is possible that high trout abundance in more productive lakes results in smaller average size due to high population density. However, it is also possible that size-selective harvest of large trout by anglers has driven these populations towards a smaller average size. The degradation of mean trout size by size-selective angling is a matter of serious conservation concern, given that
the negative effects of size-selective fishing are known to have exerted negative evolutionary effects on harvested stocks of other species (Stokes and Law 2000; Hutchings and Fraser 2008). These negative evolutionary effects may not be reversible, and they can lead to reduced productivity, lower maximum sustainable yields, slower rates of population growth, and lower probabilities of population recovery (Hutchings and Fraser 2008).

Both the results of our research and the tissue samples collected in TGLWA from 2007 can be used to reveal the extent to which fishing explains the observed trends. This can be achieved through the implementation of experimental management regimes on certain lakes with follow-up surveys on these lakes as well as un-altered “control” lakes. Specifically, the implementation of a maximum slot length to protect larger trout in a number of lakes can be used to assess the degree to which the protection of larger trout changes three important trout characteristics, compared to lakes where large trout are not protected: (i) the size and age distribution of trout; (ii) adaptive genetic variation of trout; and (iii) the productivity of trout populations. In order for this approach to be effective and scientifically rigorous it is essential that the experimental management regime be applied to a number of lakes (3-4 replicates) as soon as possible (2009) and that the experimental and control lakes be re-assessed at the end of a 5 year (2 trout generations) period.

We suggest the following experimental management approach under an ideal scenario, with potential compromises listed as well should an impasse be reached over any individual factors:

1. A maximum slot-length limit of 26 cm (25.4 cm is 10”). An 11” maximum (or about 28cm) would also be worthwhile if necessary, but not ideal. A 30 cm (12”) maximum does not protect a suitable proportion of the population to expect a detectable result (Heggelin et al. 2008).

2. Experimental management applied to 4 lakes, selected in order of preference due to existing conditions and size-structure as well as the efficiency of follow-up research and enforcement. Three lakes would also be acceptable.
   a. Paul Lake and West Little Paul Lake (the two lakes are combined for logistical and enforcement reasons)
   b. Fourth Lake
   c. Fifth Lake
   d. Squirrel Lake

3. Experimental management period of 5 years. Any less than this and there is no reasonable expectation of changes.

4. At the end of the five year period a follow-up survey of the experimental lakes and 3-4 control lakes will be conducted to assess relative changes in the trout characteristics highlighted above.

This approach has the potential to yield rigorous and powerful results that can be applied to trout management in TGLWA, throughout the province, and to brook trout management in general. For the most part, previously proposed regulation changes in this province derive from anecdotal reports of degraded trout populations or habitat
without any defensible and measurable scientific basis. While it is very possible and even quite likely that many of these reports and concerns are accurate, they are very difficult to defend against opposition to proposed conservation measures. In this case we have the opportunity to move forward with a sensible and rigorous approach to disentangle the effects of size-selective harvest by angler from habitat degradation and density-dependent effects. The potential utility of this approach can not be overstated.

Because we did not estimate absolute trout populations in our study lakes our results can no be applied to support a reduction in the bag limit of trout*. It should be noted that a bag-limit reduction would not compromise the proposed experimental management regime (i.e. maximum slot limit) per se. However, we are concerned that to propose a bag reduction in addition to a slot length risks inducing or increasing opposition to the proposed regulation changes (such that they might be rejected altogether).

*The low abundance of small/young size/age classes of trout from Boot Lake is indicative of poor recruitment of this population, which is worrying. Although there is evidence (low pH) to suggest that habitat degradation may be contributing to this, a prudent management approach would be reduce the bag limit or close this lake altogether, particularly given that the remaining trout are of a large average size which may be attractive to some anglers despite low overall abundance. This point is independent of the proposed experimental management above.

Note that the success of the proposed experimental management approach will also hinge upon the effective enforcement of the experimental regulations in the 4 lakes to which these regulations apply. We would further advise that a one-page advertisement of the experimental regulations be placed in the annual Nova Scotia Fishing regulations for the five year period. The purpose of this advertisement would be to explain to the public the temporary nature of the regulations, the importance of the research for the conservation of trout throughout the province, the benefits gained by trout anglers from having effective research monitoring, and the collaborative nature of the research between Trout Nova Scotia, the Department of Inland Fisheries and University Researchers.
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